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Editing a wiki page: Footnotes and Comment are unclear labels

Status
 Pending

Subject
Editing a wiki page: Footnotes and Comment are unclear labels

Version
1.9.x
2.x

Category
Usability
Consistency
Easy for Newbie Dev

Feature
Wiki (page view, edit, history, rename, etc)
i18n (Multilingual, l10n, Babelfish)

Resolution status
Reviewed

Submitted by
Marc Laporte

Volunteered to solve
Luis Henrique Fagundes

Lastmod by
fmathias

Rating
     (0) 

Description
Footnotes should be "My footnotes"

Comment should be "Edit Summary"

Solution
1. Please make sure stings are unique (not used elsewhere in another template).

2. If they are not unique, please keep the old one as it is but just add a new string.

3. If unique, please grep all language files to modify string.

Importance
4

Priority
20

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

https://dev.tiki.org/item262-Editing-a-wiki-page-Footnotes-and-Comment-are-unclear-labels
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Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
Please demonstrate your bug on show.tikiwiki.org
Version:  Create show.tikiwiki.org instance18.x ▼

Ticket ID
262

Created
Wednesday 22 June, 2005 19:54:59 GMT-0000
by Unknown

LastModif
Wednesday 29 September, 2021 07:04:25 GMT-0000

Comments

fmathias 25 Jan 06 16:37 GMT-0000

I did not change "Comment" in language.php because it's used in lots of templates, so a field "Edit
Summary" should be created

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 29 Sep 21 07:01 GMT-0000

Task solution has is incomplete and added to this we have a plugin footnote and we have comment make
things quite confusing and redondant (in my opinion).

I'm not really sure My footnote is in use somewhere. It is the first time I heard about it. There is no help
link to a page or help in the Tiki Documentation. Google wasn't able to show me documentation about
"My Footnote" in Tiki. Documentation exist at : https://doc.tiki.org/Wiki-Config#Footnotes and the
tooltip display over the wiki admin setting.

If still needed there should be some fixes:

Term consistency
At tiki-admin.php?page=wiki we have "Footnotes"
At tiki-editpage.php ... #contenttabs_editpage-3 we have "My Footnotes".
On Tiki Documentation we have "Footnotes"
All should be named the same "My Footnotes".

Documentation
The help link should point to the documentation https://doc.tiki.org/Wiki-Config#Footnotes

Design
The "My footnotes" (personal note for the user) has no design and is displayed at the bottom of the page
as is. In the eyes of the user it is unclear if it is a footnote and it will be printed with the page.
They should be an optional specific design by default (italic, small) or a label to the value ("My
footnote:" or a separation (box, hr).
They should be an optional parameter for printing My footnotes, off by default.

https://dev.tiki.org/user7268
https://dev.tiki.org/user7268
https://dev.tiki.org/user11581
https://dev.tiki.org/user11581
https://doc.tiki.org/Wiki-Config#Footnotes
https://doc.tiki.org/Wiki-Config#Footnotes
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More test may be required (does other user see it, how do it look like on mobile).

I answered the first issue reported, there should be an item per issue as whereabout can be different.

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item262-Editing-a-wiki-page-Footnotes-and-Comment-are-unclear-labels
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